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  Introduction
In this lecture we shall be concerned with stationary spatial patterns in bi
stable systems described by the Extended FisherKolmogorov EFK equation
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This equation was proposed in 	
 by Coullet Elphick  Repaux 

and in 	

 by Dee  van Saarloos  as a generalization of the classical
FisherKolmogorov FK equation
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which has played an important role in the studies of pattern formation in bi
stable systems cf      The term bistable refers here to
the fact that the uniform states u   are stable as solutions of the equation
du
dt
 u  u


The EFK equation arises in the study of singular points so called Lifshitz
points  in phase transitions and as the evolution equation in gradient
systems described by the energy functional
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where F denotes the doublewell potential
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We then obtain the EFK equation when we choose    Another important
application of this equation is found in the theory of instabilities in nematic
liquid crystals  

In studies of second order materials  
 	 one also nds the func
tional Iu Here    The stationary points of Iu are then equivalent to
the equilibrium solutions of the SwiftHohenberg equation
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when    through a simple scaling of x t and u see for instance  	 and
the references therein
In this paper we are interested in stationary spatial patterns which can
be described by the EFK equation Thus we are concerned with bounded
solutions ux of the equation
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Related equations arise in the propagation of solitons in nonlinear optical
bres with negative 
th
order dispersion which are described by the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation
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If one sets
ux t  vxe
it
 v  R 	  R
then we obtain for v
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The deection of an asymmetrically supported strutt leads to the equation
u
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which in recent years has been studied in a series of papers    by
Hamiltonian methods with a focus on homoclinic orbits solitons
Finally we mention an equation which has been studied in connection with
observed travelling waves observed in suspension bridges such as the Golden
Gate bridge 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The types of spatial patterns for the EFK equation we shall discuss here
will be
  Kinks that is heteroclinic orbits connecting the stable uniform states u 
  and u  
  Periodic patterns
  Solitons that is homoclinic orbits to one of the uniform states
  Chaotic patterns as conjectured in 


 Stationary solutions
The spatial patterns which arise in the context of the FK equation    are
bounded solutions of the equation
u
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  on R
The spatial patterns which arise in the context of the FK equation are well
known and consist of kinks which are odd monotonone and given explicitly by
ux   tanh

x
p

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
and periodic solutions for each 
    there exists a unique periodic solution
modulo sign and translations such that
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Note that these periodic solutions have a single bump between zeros Plainly

   for kinks for 
    there are no nontrivial bounded solutions of 
Turning to the EFK equation we consider bounded odd solutions of the
equation
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in which    The rst integral now becomes
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We note that at  
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This critical value of  has a profound eect on the structure of the family of
stationary patterns
About Kinks we nd that if  


there exists a unique monotone kink
whilst if  


there exist many kinks Specically for any integer N   there
exists a kink with N   zeros These kinks all satisfy the universal bound
juxj 
p
 for x  R 
About Periodic solutions we nd that for any    and any 
   
there exists a single bump periodic solution which as with the FK equation
has maxima below u   However for 
   new periodic solutions appear
when  


 two branches of single bump periodic solutions u

 bifurcate
from the unique odd monotone kink U at  

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and continue to exist for all
 

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 They have the properties
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In addition to these single bump periodic solutions many multi bump periodic
solutions bifurcate from U at  



With the methods of  single as well as multi bump Solitons tending to
u   or u    as x 	 were recently shown to exist when  



Finally it was found that the EFK equation has odd chaotic stationary
patterns when  


and 
   The graph of these stationary solutions has
an innite sequence of local maxima tending to innity and is characterized
by the position of the local maxima with respect to the level u   above or
below It is easily seen that maxima are always local and that they can never
lie on the line u  
Let us denote the locations of the consecutive maxima on R

by 
k
 k 
     and let them be ordered so that 
k
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k
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associate a symbol sequence   
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It is shown in  that for  suently large and 
   there exists for
every symbol sequence 
k
 an odd solution u

of equation  on R of which
the maxima satisfy  These solutions u

all have the properties
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where 
k
 denotes the sequence of consecutive minima on R

 and so these
solutions oscillate around u   Furthermore if a and b are two consecutive
extrema then
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Recently is was shown in  that chaotic solutions identied with the symbol
sequences dened above even exist for all  


 However in this case
the solutions do not have zeros between extrema and do not satisfy  and

 Outline of the method
In this section we sketch the method used in     to prove many of
the results outlined in Section  For simplicity we shall set 
   The method
is based on a shooting argument Looking for odd solutions we consider the
initial value problem
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Without loss of generality we may set    and in view of the energy identity
 we nd that
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where we have set 
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Plainly Problem 
 has for every    a unique local solution ux 
When looking for single bump periodic solutions we seek a positive value of 
such that ux  has the properties
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for some nite      It is easily veried that a solution dened on
  which satises 
 can be extended to yield a periodic solution of
period  Thus we dene
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This function has the following properties
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When u
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  the continuity of  follows from the Implicit Function Theorem
applied to the equation
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The points at which u
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and so we must have u   A careful analysis shows that at these points 
is also continuous in 
To prove the existence of periodic solutions we now study the function
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By Propositions  and  the function  is well dened and continuous
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Proof The rst assertion follows at once from 	
To prove the second assertion we set  
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We are now ready to prove that there exist periodic solutions with maxima
below u   as well as periodic solutions with maxima above u   Write
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Observe that our construction implies that
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More complicated periodic solutions can be constructed by following not only
the rst critical point but also the second the third and so on For instance
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small As  increases u  passes through the line x    say at 
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All these inequalities are obvious from the construction except the second
one which requires some more detailed analysis A numerical analysis of such
solutions was carried out in 
By applying this analysis in an iterative manner using ideas of   it
is possible to prove the existence of multi bump kinks and chaotic patterns as
indicated in Section 
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